I. INTRODUCTION
C ONSIDER independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) data points distributed according to the exponential distribution (1) This paper is concerned with derivation of universal models [1] for the exponential distribution. An important universal model in the minimum description length (MDL) literature is the normalized maximum likelihood (NML) density [1] - [3] (2) which, when it exists, minimizes the maximum coding regret relative to a family of source distributions.
The NML distribution is not readily computable for the exponential distribution since the integral in the denominator of (2) (i.e., the parametric complexity) diverges over . In the case of the linear-Gaussian regression model, an ingenious bounding of the dataspace followed by renormalization circumvents the problem of infinite parametric complexity [4] . In the case of the exponential distribution, placing a lower bound on the sufficient statistic does not alleviate the problem, hence several alternative universal models are considered. The universal models examined in this paper are based on sequential normalized maximum likelihood (SNML) [5] , conditional normalized maximum likelihood (CNML) [6] , the minimum message length code (MML87) [7] - [10] , and the Bayes mixture code (BMC) [11] . 
II. UNIVERSAL MODELS FOR THE EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION

A. Sequential NML
The sequential NML procedure (SNML) was recently introduced in [5] and [6] as an alternative code to Predictive MDL [1] , [12] . SNML allows one to perform prediction over new data which was previously not possible with the conventional NML distribution. The basic idea is to transmit data sequentially, such that the code for the new data is conditioned on all the previous data and attains minimax regret. Consider a set of i.i.d. data samples distributed as per an exponential distribution with unknown parameter ; the maximum likelihood estimate for is given by . The sequential NML procedure transmits each data point sequentially, such that the code for the datapoint is based on previous data . The value is the number of datapoints required for the Maximum Likelihood estimate to be computable; in the case of the exponential distribution . It is assumed that some "base" coding distribution exists for the first datapoints, and consequently their transmission and codelength are omitted in the following discussion.
The sequential predictive density for a new data point, , is defined by the CNML distribution
The joint likelihood of and at the maximum likelihood estimate is (4) The normalizing constant in (3) can be evaluated analytically (5) Finally, substituting (4) and (5) into (3) yields the one-stepahead sequential NML distribution for the data point conditioned on (6) For finite the sequential predictive NML distribution is clearly not an exponential distribution. The total 0018-9448/$25.00 © 2009 IEEE sequential NML codelength for data is therefore . As in the case of the predictive MDL universal model, this codelength is dependent on the order of the data. Ideally, one would try all possible permutations of and use some statistic (such as the minimum) as a representative codelength. However, the number of permutations renders this exhaustive procedure infeasible even for moderate sizes of .
B. Conditional NML Distribution
An alternative approach that helps to reduce the arbitrary aspects of the SNML code is to construct a conditional NML distribution for datapoints conditioned on a single data point, say . This reduces the number of permutations to possible choices of the conditioning datum, and allows one to compute the CNML codelength for all and average as suggested by [13] . In the following, the notation denotes the dataset comprising all with the th datapoint omitted. The CNML density for conditional on is (7) In the case of the exponential model (1), the conditional NML distribution for is (8) In order to remove the dependency on the particular choice of , one may average the negative logarithm of (7) over possible choices of leading to an "average" codelength for . The problem with this approach is that the resulting codelength is defined for datapoints rather than ; this has little effect when is large, but for small it can cause problems for model selection. An alternative method is to augment the dataset by one extra artificial datapoint and compute the conditional NML distribution conditioned on this new datum. The new datapoint is chosen such that , i.e., the introduction of leaves the maximum likelihood estimate unaltered. The choice satisfies this restriction, and conditioning on yields a code, , for the remaining datapoints (9) The approach of using an augmented dataset as described above may also be used to find an SNML code for datapoints; i.e., transmit the new dataset using the SNML code .
C. Bayes Mixture Code (BMC)
The Bayes mixture code (BMC) [11] . This prior is equivalent to a posterior obtained from the Jeffreys' prior with one "observation" equal to . The marginal distribution of the data given is (10) Following the idea of [14] , the codelength (9) is minimized by choosing , which yields the complete codelength (11) It is known that the Bayes code and the conditional NML code coincide asymptotically (see [11, Th. 11.3] ). Interestingly, the Bayes code with this choice of empirical prior is equivalent to the conditional NML code with a suitable choice of "extra data"
even in the finite sample case. This is also similar to the procedure derived in [15] ; however, we sacrifice the artificial data point rather than any of the real data yielding a code for data points.
D. Minimum Message Length (MML) Code
The minimum message length (MML) universal model differs from the NML and BMC models in that it is a two part code that first transmits a fully specified model (i.e., an estimate of ) with codelength , and then transmits the data , assuming the transmitted is the true generating model, with codelength . In contrast to the NML/BMC codes, one obtains an explicit estimate of parameters in addition to a measure of complexity. The Wallace-Freeman MML87 approximation, , is used to obtain the MML codelengths in this paper; for univariate models this is (12) where is the Fisher information and is a prior density over the parameter space. For the exponential distribution, the Fisher information of is . Using the conjugate exponential prior yields the MML87 estimate . The MML87 estimator has the effect of augmenting the data by one datapoint with a value of ; thus, by choosing one arrives at essentially the same "dataset,"
, used by the CNML code. Empirical priors such as the one suggested here "cheat" by peeking at the data and have previously been used when applying MML to mixture modelling and shrinkage estimation [10] , [16] .
The resulting MML codelength at the estimate is (13) Minimizing the message length (12) for also yields the choice . It is interesting to note that this choice of renders the MML87 estimator equivalent to the maximum likelihood estimator. The final joint message length, , of and using is
Note that the MML87 codelength is asymptotically equivalent to within of the CNML code as seen by applying Stirling's approximation to (8) 
which yields
The difference approaches as which closely matches the approximate bound derived in [10, p. 238] .
III. PREDICTION WITH THE SEQUENTIAL NML DISTRIBUTION
The predictive NML density is interesting in its own right, given that it is the predictive distribution of new data given observed data that minimises maximum coding regret. The order of the data has no effect on the predictive distribution (assuming the generating model is i.i.d.), and for the exponential distribution the mean of the predictive NML distribution over is . The mean of the predictive distribution obtained by Maximum Likelihood and the CNML predictive distribution are both biased with a tendency to overestimate the true mean. The KL divergence [17] between the predictive NML distribution, for some new data point having observed data , and a true generating exponential distribution with parameter is (14) where denotes the exponential integral. The KL risk for the maximum likelihood plug-in distribution and the SNML predictive distribution is where is the digamma function. The SNML predictive distribution dominates the ML plug-in distribution in terms of KL risk since for all . The SNML predictive distribution is KL consistent as It is straightforward to show that (13) asymptotically coincides with the KL divergence of the MML87/ML predictive density.
A. Bayesian Interpretation
It is possible to interpret the predictive SNML distribution within a Bayesian framework. Here, the distribution (6) may be expressed as a Bayesian predictive distribution of given using a weighted mixture of exponentials with a gamma mixing function
The gamma mixing function corresponds to a posterior obtained from an exponential likelihood and the Jeffreys' prior . Thus, the predictive SNML distribution is seen to imply a gamma posterior density over the parameter .
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper has derived several information theoretic criteria for the exponential distribution. Under suitable choices of "hyperparameters" all four criteria yield codelengths within of each other. The ordering problem inherent in the complete SNML code was removed by constructing a CNML code for data points conditioned on a single artificial data point . The same approach should be possible for other exponential models that possess sufficient statistics. The CNML code yielded a codelength identical to the BMC, and within of the MML codelength, with suitable data driven priors. This raises the interesting question whether other statistical models exist for which such a correspondence holds?
